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J. R. Isbell in his paper [2] on epimorphisms and dominions discovered 
a powerful method of dealing with part of the word problem associated 
with the construction of S,,,,S, the free semigroup amalgamated product 
of two copies of a semigroup S amalgamating a subsemigroup U. He showed 
[2, Theorem 2.31 that the two images, in S,$?, of an element s E S\U are 
identified if and only if there exists a certain system of equations in S 
connecting two factorizations of s, s = a, yr = x,a,, where a, , azm E U. 
Isbell calls this system, which is given in detail in [2], a zig-zag with value s 
over the subsemigroup U. 
A number of results in [2], as also in a joint paper [l] by J. M. Howie 
and J. R. Isbell, in two further papers, [3] and [4], by Isbell, and in a forth- 
coming paper [5] by H. E. Scheiblich and Kayran C. Moore depend on this 
“zig-zag” theorem or on the method of its proof. One such result [l, Theo- 
rem 2.31 is that inverse semigroups are absolutely closed in the category 
of semigroups; that is if U is an inverse subsemigroup of a semigroup S 
and d is an element of S such that d$ = d# whenever 4, +: S -+ T are 
morphisms with + j U = 4 j U, then d E U. 
The proof of the zig-zag theorem in [2] rests on a geometrical interpretation 
of the situation. Isbell shows that the existence of a zig-zag with value s 
follows from the existence of a certain simple path between opposite sides 
of a partitioned rectangle. The rectangle concerned is partitioned into 
subrectangles, each of which is associated with either +l or -1, according 
to certain rules which we give below. The simple path in question consists 
of a sequence of edges each of which is the common edge of two adjacent 
subrectangles, one associated with +l and the other with -1. 
Isbell comments that the proof of the existence of this simple path, which 
he outlines, is “certainly objectionable.” We now repeat (with some minor 
variations) Isbell’s description of the geometrical situation and provide a 
formal proof of the existence of the required simple path. 
* This work was done while the author held a Monash Graduate Scholarship. 
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The rectangle R, assumed to have vertical (left and right) and horizontal 
(top and bottom) sides, is partitioned into a set = jb,, 1 i = 1,..., 2r, 
j = l,..., zi> of subrectangles and u is a function fro he set of index pairs 
((i? j) j i = l,..., 2r, j = l,..., ni) to (+ 1, -I} such &at the following con 
tions are satisfied. 
(1) R is divided by 2r - 1 horizontal line se ents, each beginning 
at the left side of R and ending-at the right side of into 2r subrectangles 
Ri ) i = I,..., 2r with i increasing from top to bottom. 
(2) Each Ri is divided by ni - 1 vertical line segments, each 
at the top side of Ri and ending at the bottom side of & , into ni boxes bij ) 
j = I,..., ni with j increasing from left to right. 
(3) For each odd i = I,..., 2r - 1 we have ni = niil I bil.r,$ is 
vertically aligned with b, for each j = l,.. .i ni , and a(i + I, j) f G(i, j) 
for exactly one j. 
(4) For even i = 2,..., 2r - 2 the number of j for which ~(i, j) # 
G&j + 1) (sayjp ,---, ; 1) is the same as the number of k such that u(i $ 1, k) + 
~(i + 1, k + 1) (say h, ,...> k,). And the vertical line segments (in Ri and 
W,+r) between bi,i, and bi,ip+l , and between bi,l,k9 anal bi+l,k,+n are verticahy 
aligned for each p = I,..., t. Also for even i we have o(i, 1) = o(i + I, I)* 
(5) G&j) = 1 forj = I,..., n, and a(2r,j) = -1 forj = I,..., warm 
Condition (4) is just a restatement of Isbell’s condition on the intervals 
of constancy of the functions Q(;, ) ~(i + 1, ) in [2, Lemma 2.21. We also 
assume that ni > 1 for each i; in fact if q = I for any i the theorem below 
is obvious. 
In the partitioned rectangle R each of the boxes b, has four edge!ges and
each edge has two vertices (the end points). 4f two a.dja 
b Tnn 9 have a common edge (which, in general they n 
G(i, j) # c1(11z, n): we call the common edge a boundmy edge. 
THEOREM [2, 2.21. If R is partitioned as above there exists a simple path 
comisti~g of boundary edges beginning at the left side of R azd ending at the 
Boo$ We denote the bottom edge of bij by hii I the right edge of 6, 
by I?~~ and the vertex common to h, and lij by zlij . We show first that a vertex 
qj 3n the interior of R which is a vertex of one boundary edge is a vertex 
of exactly two boundary edges by showing that the other possible situ 
(namely, qj is a vertex of one, three or four boundary edges) pr 
contradictions. Notice that if hii is a boundary edge then a is odd; for 
(4) states that no boundary edge occurs below b,? for even i. 
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condition (3) implies that for each odd i there is exactly one j for which 
h,, is a boundary edge. This last remark shows that four boundary edges 
with vertex vij is impossible (since then two of these boundary edges would 
be hij and h,,j+l). Condition (3) (in particular the vertical alignment of bij 
and b. %+r,$) implies that, for odd i, the edges with vertex ztij are hij , Zij , 
Jz.,,~+~ and Zi+l,j . Hence if three boundary edges have vertex vij they must 
be hij , lij and li+r,j or hij+l , ,j 1. and li+l,j and i must be odd. Then in the 
first case from the definition of boundary edge, u(i, j) # a(i + 1,j) u(i, j) # 
u(i,j + 1) and u(i+ 1,j) # o(i+ 1,j + 1); but since hi,j+l is not a 
boundary edge we have u(i, j + 1) = u(z’ + 1,j + l), a contradiction. The 
second case is treated similarly. 
It remains to show that no interior vertex vij is a vertex of just one boundary 
edge. If the single boundary edge is horizontal then it must be hii or hi,j+l , 
i must be odd and the edges with vertex vij are hij , lSj , hi,j+l and li+l,j . 
In the same way as above if h, is the single boundary edge we have u(i,j) # 
a(i + 1,j) and u(i,j) = u(i,j + 1) = a(i + 1,j + I) = O(Z’ + l,j), a con- 
tradiction. The case when hi,i+l is the single boundary edge with vertex V, 
is treated similarly. If i is odd and Zij is the only boundary edge with vertex 
vij we have o(i, j) # cr(i, j + 1) and u(i,j + 1) = ~(i + 1,j + 1) = 
4 + Lj) = u(i,j>, a contradiction. If i is odd and Zi+l,j is the only boundary 
edge with vertex vij a similar argument holds. For even i if a vertical boundary 
edge has vertex vu , j is one of the j, ,..., j, in condition (4) and this condition 
states that vii is a vertex of two vertical boundary edges (one crossing Ri , 
the other crossing R,+J. 
Now from condition (5) ~(1, 1) = 1, u(2r, 1) = -1, and hence hi, is a 
boundary edge for an odd number of i in {1,3, ,2r - l}. We show that 
each of these hiI is the first boundary edge in a unique simple path of 
boundary edges which terminates at either the left side of R or the right 
side of R and that two of these paths intersect only if they consist of the 
same set of boundary edges traversed in opposite directions. To see this 
suppose we have constructed a unique simple path consisting of q boundary 
edges e, (= hiI>, e2 ,..., e, for some q >, 1. If the last end point of e, is an 
interior vertex we obtain a path e, , es ,..., e, , e,, where e,,, is the unique 
second boundary edge having the last end point of e, as a vertex. Moreover 
el 3 e2 ,-, e,+, is simple since otherwise the last end point of e,,, is in the 
path e, ,..., e, and this contradicts the fact that no vertex is an end point 
of three (or more) boundary edges. Eventually for some s we have a simple 
path consisting of boundary edges e, ,..., e, where the last end point of e, 
is not an interior vertex. Then the last end point is not on the top or bottom 
sides of R, since no boundary edges cross R, or R2,. , so the path e, ,..., e, 
terminates at the right side or left side of R. If any two of these paths intersect 
they consist of the same set of edges traversed in opposite directions, for 
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otherwise there is a vertex which is an end point of three or four boundary 
edges. The paths which terminate on the left side of R account for an even 
number of the boundary edges bz,, (the first and Iast edges in each path). 
The remaining odd number (and so at least one) of these boundary edges 
are the first edges in simple paths which cross from the left side to the right 
side of the rectangle. This completes the proof. 
A GENERALIZATIOK 
The result above is a special case of the following. Consider a rectangle 
partitioned into a finite set {bi j i = I,..., E.> of subrectangles (with sides 
parallel to the sides of R) and a function (7: (l,..., E> 
that whenever 6, is adjacent to the top [bottom] side of 
+a[u(i) = -1-J. If u(i) 5 u(j) f or t wo adjacent subrectangles Bi and kpj 
we call the part of an edge of b, which is also part of an edge of bj a boundary 
segment. (This is the same as boundary edge in the special case.) 
THEOREM. There exists a path consisting of ~o~l~~ayy segments which 
mosses from the left-hand side of R to the right-hand side of R. 
The proof given above can be generalized to give this result. 
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